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Abstract

WF-MAXI is a mission to detect and localize X-ray transients with short-term variability as
gravitational-wave (GW) candidates including gamma-ray bursts, supernovae etc. We are planning on
starting observations by WF-MAXI to be ready for the initial operation of the next generation GW tele-
scopes (e.g., KAGRA). WF-MAXI consists of two main instruments, Soft X-ray Large Solid Angle Camera
(SLC) and Hard X-ray Monitor (HXM) which totally cover 0.7 keV to 1 MeV band. HXM is multi-channel
arrays of crystal scintillators coupled with APDs covering the hard X-ray band with effective area of above
100 cm2. We are currently developing VLSI dedicated for the readout of multi-channel APDs’ signals using
0.35 µm CMOS technology, with Open IP project. We report the current progress of the development of
HXM.
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1. Introduction

WF-MAXI is a mission to detect unidentified/identified
gravitational-wave sources to emit X-rays with short-
term variability, which candidates are thought to be
GRBs, SNe and so on. WF-MAXI is planning to start
observations on the International Space Station (ISS)
from ∼2018 to prepare for an operation of GW telescopes
such as KAGRA in advance.

WF-MAXI has two scientific instruments; Soft X-ray
Large Solid Angle Camera (SLC) which is sensitive for
0.7 – 10 keV band and Hard X-ray Monitor (HXM) for
15 keV – 1 MeV band. The two instruments has very
wide field of view (FoV) of ∼25% of the entire sky and a
capability to localize positions of X-ray unID or ID tran-
sients. The four SLCs and four HXMs are planning to
be installed in the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM)
on the ISS and each SLC and HXM cover each other’s
FoV as shown in the top-left part of Fig. 1.

2. Hard X-ray Monitor (HXM)

HXM consists of multi-channel arrays of crystal scintil-
lators such as CsI(Tl) or GAGG coupled with avalanche

photo-diodes (APDs), as shown in the bottom part
of Fig. 1. An expected effective area is ∼100 cm2.
We adopt reverse-type APDs of 5 ×5 mm2 (S8664-55
provided by Hamamatsu Photonics) which are flight-
proven technologies developed by TSUBAME (Yatsu et
al. 2012) and ASTRO-H (Kataoka et al. 2012). Using
the crystal scintillators, HXM has the capability of de-
tecting X-rays over a broad energy range of 15 keV – 1
MeV.

We are currently developing new VLSI dedicated for
amplification and readout of signals from APDs, which
has Wilkinson-type analog-digital converters (e.g., mixed
signal LSI). Especially, to accomplish the quick develop-
ment we utilized a well-studied 0.35 µs CMOS technol-
ogy; Open IP project initiated by Prof. Ikeda and accu-
mulated knowledge based on developments of CdTe sen-
sors (Sato et al. 2011 and references therein). To detect
15-keV photons where are the lower limit of detection,
amplifiers of the VLSI must be low noise. However, as
a detector capacitor of APDs is very large (∼ 100 pF),
the amplifier noise is very crucial for the low-energy de-
tection. In this case, the noise is composed of Johnson
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Fig. 1. Overview of HXM. HXM consists of multi-array scintillator coupled with APD. The top-right figure shows developed VLSI dedicated
for APDs’ signals.

and flicker noises (these are well-known as thermal and
1/f noises, respectively). To reduce these noises, we then
designed an input transistor of charge sensitive amplifier
(CSA) to make a drain current larger and the parallel
number of the input transistor larger. Furthermore by
transient and AC analyses using SPICE simulator, we
determined finely tuned circuit parameters. We show
an example of simulated waveforms with different input
charges to check a linearity of pulse heights as shown in
Fig. 2. The expected performance of the VLSI is shown
in Table 1 and the top-right picture of Fig. 1 shows a
fabricated VLSI.

We will perform estimates of the noise and the linear-
ity over the dynamic range and radiation-hardness test
hereafter.

Table 1. Specification and expected performance of VLSI for APDs

Number of channels 32
Dynamic range 0 – 300 fC
Non linearity 3%
Peaking time (fast / slow) 0.5 µs, 3µs
Noise at 100 pF 1800 e−

Power consumption 300mW
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Fig. 2. Simulated waveforms with different input charges (0 to 300 fC
in units of 30 fC). ”Fast” and ”Slow” denote that peaking times
of the waveforms are fast (0.5 µs) and slow (3 µs), respectively.
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